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Abstract: Delay Tolerant Network is one of the primarily
considerable development of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
(MANET).These are a unique group of association of networks
which supports infrastructure less MANET and do not require
complete path in between source and destination nodes for the
purpose of communication. This kind of networks allow sending
of numerous copies of a single message which enhances the
delivery ratio but significantly it decreases the delay of message
transmission, though transmission of numerous copies of the
identical message increases the message over head. This paper
proposes DTN routing protocol i.e. Epidemic and Spray and Wait
on the basis of number of messages delivered when compared to
network overhead ratio.

II. RELATED WORK
In heterogeneous networks, priority is always on
establishing best associations between start and end network
nodes and these networks facilitate anywhere-anytime
correspondence amongst the nodes [3]. DTN emerged to
prevail over the drawback of varied networks like network
affinity issues. Though these networks have high prospect of
packet deliverance but there is a lot of wastage of resources
which results in degradation of system [4] [5]. Epidemic
routing strategy shows improved performance when
compared with other occasionally associated networks like
2-hop and multi hop network [6]. To lessen the routing
overhead, resources of the network should be consumed
efficiently. Here, the source node is responsible for
generating several replicas of the similar message to a set of
nodes. These set of nodes saves the messages in their buffer
till the association terminates [7]. As the nodes meet up they
swap over the list of messages with each other so that both
nodes have similar list of messages. Though this advance
leads to faster delivery of messages as it maximizes the
message deliverance rate and minimizes the message latency,
number of resources used in message deliverance. Epidemic
shows improved presentation in terms of other irregularly
connected networks when 2 hop and multi hop networks are
considered [8]. Multi hops are the networks in which a node
takes two or more hops to get to the destination. To reduce
the overhead in epidemic steering, the network resources
should be used efficiently via priority rule [9]. The message
with the top precedence hop count will be having first
deliverance [10]. The performance of DTN is improved using
forwarding queue plan which reduces the deliverance time of
messages. DTN with sparse nodes are called opportunistic
networks where their performance can be measured from
time to time as they follow a particular pattern [11].

Index Terms: VANET, DTN, Routing Protocol, Bundle
Protocol, ONE-Simulator.

I. INTRODUCTION
Delay-Tolerant Network (DTN) [1] can be described as a
collection of “interrelated networks” which ropes extensive
wait, unstable affinity by means of “Store & Carry Forward”
message mechanism. In this process the nodes are compliant
with data packets originating from the source nodes in their
buffers and distribute replica packets to adjacent nodes
whenever they get nearer to broadcast range. DTN routing
protocols are classified into Flooding based and Forwarding
based [2]. Epidemic, Prophet comes under Flooding based
category. Flooding mechanism creates more number of
packets in a network which causes congestion in a network
along with consumption of network resources. Keeping in
mind the network resources, it’s crucial to recognize what
messages are to be delivered and what messages will be
dropped. Here, nodes imitate their communication and
broadcast them all to their adjoining nodes which are not
having a replica or copy of that particular message. Each and
every adjoining node will swap their message with other
node they meet and acknowledge the only messages not
possessed by those nodes. DTN primary purpose is to
overcome flaws of varied system like network connection
issues. These networks don’t have accurate affinity due to
enormous isolation, little density of node and active network
topology. Delay Tolerant Network applications are very
useful in vehicular, space and underwater communication
attributed by the delay, liberal and continuous data passage.
The correspondence in DTN is package specific which
follows a method where a node buffer is storing data packet
for a specific instant of time and forwards it whenever a
connection is acknowledged.

III. DELAY TOLERANT NETWORK
Delay Tolerant Network is a wireless asymmetrical, broken
set of links admitting the extended delay in broadcasting the
data. It utilizes bundle process and chains delay binding of
data in varied situations like armed and remote section
correspondence. DTN aids in unbalanced affinity and
promises the delivery of ideal data, which resides in
dispatcher's buffer area rather than being misplaced [12].
Bundle protocol permits DTN to cover numerous diverse
networks and permits the differentiation of DTN protocols on
the basis of naming and addressing pattern.
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Multiple replicas of data are created before being
forwarded. The option of the selection of the premium node
to which data will be forwarded exclusively depends on type
of routing strategy being used. DTN is a move ahead to
networking which arranges the functional concerns in varied
system which lacks invariable network affinity, though they
maintain connectivity in between nodes to guarantee the
effective and efficient delivery of packets from source node
to destination node. The nodes accountable for transporting
the data packets are called relay nodes. Nodes are
transmitting duplicate packets to other nodes as they get in
touch with other nodes, while the duplication of messages
causes issues like congestion of network or resource wastage.
Therefore, DTN uses flooding and forwarding strategy for
transmission of packets in a network. Flooding uses
duplication of messages whereas forwarding follows the best
selection of path for transmission based on information about
network. Delay Tolerant Network is a wireless asymmetrical
or irregular set of associations which admits elongated delays
in data relay transmission. DTN aids in irregular connectivity
and promises ideal data deliverance, as data is stored in the
buffer of correspondent or receiver node rather than being
misplaced. Data is replicated to other nodes prior being
forwarded. The option of selecting the best transmit node
exclusively relies on kind of method being used. DTN is a
progress to networking which arranges the concerns in delay
of data deliverance in a network which is lacking network
affinity constantly. In a DTN, nodes do not have end to end
even association i.e. the connection gets disrupted many a
times. Therefore, the topology of these networks changes
frequently. Along with, the nodes have very limited energy
which is being used in movement in a network and
appropriate path detection and selection.

Algorithm 1: Pseudo code for Epidemic Routing Protocol
Procedure Name: On Contact_Epidemic

V. SPRAY AND WAIT ROUTING PROTOCOL
DTNs
generally engross
devices
which are
energy-sensitive where saving of energy is one of the prime
purposes. Energy is mostly consumed during the
communication procedure which involves transmission and
reception of data by nodes in a network. To conserve energy
of nodes, the number of transmissions and receptions should
be trimmed down. Therefore, the authors in [24] projected the
SnW routing protocol. The thought behind SnW is to set the
amount of replica of packets in the network. A copy of node
packet which is being transferred from one node to other is
linked with the amount of replicas which are allowed for the
second node to distribute further. This number decreases by
the amount of transfer for this packet at every node. When
this permissible magnitude of copies reaches one, the
carrying node will stop generating further more copies of the
packet and keeps its single copy till it reaches the destination
or the packet is dropped because of buffer overflow or life
span termination. A binary edition of SnW is proposed by
authors in [22], where every node is permitted to utilize half
of copies allowed for the packet, whereas the rest half is left
for the receiving node.
The pseudo-code for the binary SnW is shown in
Algorithm 2 below.
Algorithm 2: Pseudo code for Spray and Wait Routing
Protocol
Procedure Name: On Contact_SnW

IV. EPIDEMIC ROUTING PROTOCOL
Epidemic routing protocol comes under the category of
flooding based scheme [22]-[24]. In this flooding method,
pair wise exchange of message amongst mobile nodes ensure
deliverance of messages, which increases the messages
deliverance rate and reduces message latency as well as
number of resources consumed in deliverance of messages
[13]. It focuses on forwarding of messages which depends on
the least possibility of network topology and connectivity.
Every node has a buffer which is being used for storage of
messages received from other hosts nodes in a network [23].
To attain the capable administration of communication, the
messages are listed in a hash table. Every node has a
collection of bits which is called the summary vector which
depicts the number of entries which are saved in a hash table.
Whenever two nodes are communicating, the node with the
lowest id initiates an anti entropy gathering with the node
with the highest id through which communication is
forwarded. Every node has a record of nodes with which
connection has taken place in recent times so as to shun
unnecessary sessions [14]. As this process is completed, it
produces a huge quantity of redundancy in a network which
requires good bandwidth and buffer capacity and at the same
time the network should be strong enough to handle network
congestion failure as the network overhead is extremely high
in this case. Though, epidemic routing promises broadcasting
of data in a network immaterial of delivery delay. The
pseudo-code for the binary Epidemic is depicted in
Algorithm 1 below.
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The editions of SnW protocol i.e. regular and binary have
better performance than full flooding protocol i.e.
EPIDEMIC in conditions of average packet delay and energy
consumption. Though, SnW still undergo from the feature of
unsighted choice of next-hop nodes which demean the packet
delivery ratio. It comprises of two stages i.e. spray and wait
stage. As and when a new correspondence is initiated in the
network, a number N is linked to that correspondence which
depicts the number of message copies that can be transmitted
in a system. When spray phase is dynamic, N messages are
transported to relay nodes. As relay node receives a replica of
message it gets into a wait phase where it is responsible for
only holding that message till an appropriate target is met.
Fig. 1 Nodes position in Epidemic Routing in playfield
graphics

VI. SIMULATION SYSTEM DESIGN & RESULTS
As the simulation of Epidemic and Spray and Wait
protocols is done in batch mode and using ONE simulator
also [15], [16]. We compared the Epidemic and Spray and
Wait protocols in terms of network overhead ratio and
number of packets delivered. ONE focuses on simulating
routing protocols and mobility modeling. It also combines
DTN routing and visualization as a single package which is
quiet extensible and provides a blend of reporting and
analyzing components [17]. Open JUMP [18] is a GIS
program which is Java based and is used for editing and
converting the maps in our experiments. Node progress is
implemented using movement models. Connectivity
amongst the nodes depends on their position, message range
and the bit-rate. The simulation parameters are described
below in Table I.
Table I. Simulation Parameters
Parameters
Values
Simulation Scenario
Helsinki Downtown
Simulation Time
12 Hours
Number of Nodes
100
Node Movement
Shortest Path Based Map Model
Transmission range
10m
Message size
250kb
Transmission speed
2Mbps
Apart from simulation parameters there are performance
metrics on which the performance of a network is evaluated.
The following metrics were used for performance
comparison:
Network Overhead: It is defined as the quantity of messages
copied in a network compared to the number of messages
which are in fact delivered to the destination.

All the nodes are connected by Wi-Fi bond with a
propagation data rate of 2mbps. Here, Shortest Map Based
Movement Model is utilized in this simulation. Here,
movement of nodes is random but it always follows a path
which is described by map data.

Fig. 2 Nodes position in Epidemic Routing in underlay
image
Here, epidemic routing is considered. The maps in Fig. 1, 2
are simulation observed of epidemic routing in playfield
graphics type and underlying image type correspondingly.
The primary illustration form is an alternative choice in ONE
simulator to exhibit map imagery in diverse type, while the
images can be introduced from Open Street Map also [19].

Overhead = No. of relayed message - No. of delivered message
No. of delivered message

Packets Delivered: It is defined as the total number of
message delivered per unit time.
Packets Delivered =

No. of message delivered
Unit of Time

Fig. 3: Nodes position in Spray and Wait Routing in
playfield graphics

Here, in this simulation an urban scenario is considered.
The real data map of Helsinki city in Finland has been
imported from Open Street Map [19].When the simulation is
run for twelve hours, nodes travel on mapped paths with
speed in the range of 0.5~13 m/s . Every node has 1MB
buffer.
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Message parameters for Epidemic Routing Protocol

Fig. 4: Nodes position in Spray and Wait Routing in
underlay image
Here, Spray and Wait routing is taken in thought. The
above maps are situation cases taken of Spray and Wait
routing in playfield graphics form and underlying image form
correspondingly. The underlying image form is an option in
ONE simulator to exhibit map images in diverse type, while
the images can be imported from Open Street Map also [19].

Message parameters for Spray and Wait Protocol

VII. SIMULATION OUTCOME
When the simulation is done in observance of parameters,
the subsequent consequences are obtained. The simulation
can be considered for various movement models and for
diverse routing protocols by varying certain parameters under
different scenarios [12]. When Epidemic, Spray and Wait
routing protocol are being simulated using batch mode in
command mode environment using the following commands:
 one.bat -2 epidemic_settings.txt
 one.bat -2 snw_settings.txt
Here 2, specifies the no. of times per simulation would be
running. The trace file of the simulation is stored in the folder
"Report" in the ONE simulator setup folder. The snapshot has
been shown below, which shows the trace files of Epidemic,
and Spray and Wait protocol.

Below are the results of the trace files discussed above and
are compared through graphs.

Fig.5 Location of Trace File while Simulation
Fig.6 Network Overhead Ratio vs. No. of Packets
Delivered

The trace file of Epidemic and Spray and Wait routing
protocols are having the following parameters of evaluation.
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Fig. 6 clearly shows the network overhead ratio as
compared to the number of packets delivered in Epidemic
and Spray and Wait routing protocol. Here, we can clearly
see that network overhead ratio is quite high in Epidemic and
number of packets delivered is quite less when compared to
Spray and Wait routing protocol. In Epidemic routing
protocol the number of packets delivered is 343 while the
network overhead ratio is 89.3% whereas in case of Spray
and Wait protocol the number of packets delivered is 664
while the network overhead ratio is 17.47. Therefore we can
clearly conclude that Spay and Wait routing protocol is far
better than Epidemic routing protocol.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
From the simulations, it can be accomplished that as and
when the overhead ratio of packets being delivered in Spray
and Wait protocol is quite less as compared to that of
Epidemic and when considering the case of number of
packets being delivered Spray and Wait protocol again has an
edge over Epidemic protocol. These simulations were carried
for Shortest Path Based Map Model. Simulations can be
carried out keeping a parameter fixed and testing the behavior
of other parameters under certain network movement model
scenario. The network scenarios can be Map Based
Movement Model or Working Day Movement Model. The
results of parameters like packets delivered and network
overhead ratio would be different in case of different network
movement model scenarios. Upcoming work may be done in
optimizing these protocols using cross approach so as to
attain optimized consequences in circumstances of buffer
management, average latency and TTL i.e. time of node
existence in a network.
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